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OVER

Information Required by Team Leaders

1. Situational Status:
     -reasons there is a missing person
     -general description of the strategy as it applies
2. Description of missing person
     -outer clothing and equipment (searching data)
     -physical description including: age,  etc.
     -vital concerns (medications, illness) if necessary
     -emotional condition if necessary
     -behaviour traits if necessary
3. Clue Considerations
     -shoe/sole pattern description, for trackers
     -items that may be dropped (searching data)
     -actions of search team, upon finding clues
4. Field Assignment:
      -EXPLICIT searching instructions
     -specific area (start and finish)
     -search pattern
     -anticipated POD
     -terrain description (hazards and/or attractions)
     -anticipated time frame
     -any adjacent teams in the area (re: tracking, call and listen etc)
4a.  Map and Compass
     -grid references and bearings
     -declination for compass
     -map of search area (if available)
     -map of base camp and facility (if available)
4b.  Communications:
     -team call sign and frequency
     -proper procedures
     -codes (if necessary) be discrete, family/media may be listening
     -checking in procedures..1/2 hr (for safety reasons)
4c.   Rescue / Recovery
     -what to do if subject found alive and/or injured



     -what to do if missing person found dead
     -Preservation of Evidence procedures, (see handout)
     -proper documentation
     -only appropriate people in area (ie. first aid)
     -procedure if searcher is injured while in the field
5. Transportation:
      -from where
      -how
      -return rendezvous
      -return time (anticipated)
6. Team Member Equipment:
      -adequate clothing for environment
      -appropriate footwear,
      -pack (24-48 hr)
      -adequate fitness level
7. Equipment:
      -safety equipment for team
      -pen and paper
      -maps and forms
      -communications equipment
      -tracking equipment
8. Debriefing:
      -where and when (after arrival at base camp)
      -estimated POA, POD
      -terrain analysis
      -survivability estimate for missing person
      -hazards, attractions and confusion factors in the area
      -report should be WRITTEN
9. Media / Family Procedures:
      -do not talk of search in public areas  (family/media may
           overhear)
      -who the media/family liaisons are
      -make searchers aware who family are, and their location
10. H.Q. Structure
      -who is in charge of what
      -command structure

REVIEW
IF NECESSARY

-how to look
-mapping review
-whistle signals
-compass review
-call and listen
-search patterns
-talking on the line
-flagging procedures
-clues/item found
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TERRAIN ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Area: Date:
Map: Time:
Location of PLS SAR Team:

Subject Type:
Location of LKP

Subject Cond:

Subject is:

Max Travel Distance:
Min Travel Distance:
PLR#:
PLR Type:
Search Segment #:
Notes:

Present Confine Distance:
Change Confine [  ]

Total PLR Sheets:

[   ]  UP
[   ]  DOWN
[   ]  FLAT
[   ]  HILLY



5 W's
Who
What
Where
When
Why

ACRONYMS TO REMEMBER

METHODS
Theoretical
Statistical
Deductive
Subjective
Mattson

STOP
S - Stop - before proceding
T - Time - note it now
O - Observe - look for hazards/big picture
P - Proceed - with caution

CATS
C - Confinement - set up confinement ASAPP
A - Attraction/Hasty - should be considered
T - Theorize (5W's) - behaviour characteristics, stats, gut
S - Systematic Approach - divide search area into easy
       to manage, logical segments; Mattson, send teams
        to highest POA's

SEARCH
S - Story - get 5 W's
E - Emergency - yes/no - urgency #
A - Activate call-out
R - Resources - enough?
C - Communications - Radios - online, on, enough?
H - Help - delegate management tasks

EVAC
E - Entrance and Exit - routes
V - Vehicle - methods of getting in/out
A - Any other way? safe?
C - Condition of Subject

RAPID
R - Recruit - call in the appropriate search
       resources/teams
A - Assign - delegate the setup tasks to prep teams,
      gear, communications to qualified team leaders
P  - Prioritize - which teams must get out ASAP to
      stabilize search scene (i.e. confinement, hasty)
I   - Inform - brief team leaders with tasks and area
       segments
D - Deploy - get the teams out and working



Considerations
Parking
Fuel
Storage/Supply
Registration
Notice area
Assembly area
Briefing area
Sleeping area
Family area
Latrines
Wash-up area
Heli-pad
Search Command Post
1st Aid Post
Kitchen
Generator area
Group HQ areas

Relationships
Group activities
together:
Command, Plans,
Comms
Latrines, Sleeping area,
wash-up
Which need isolation:
Sleeping area,
Command, Helipad
Access to transportation:
Supply, Equipment area,
Kitchen, Garbage,
Staging area
Personnel Flow thru
Camp:
Straight line paths are
natural

Spike Camp (Forward
Camp) - small camps
nearer the search area,
usually servicing a part
of the search area

Portable Camp - one/two days

Fixed Base Camp - Several
days, more elaborate, better
equipped
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BASE CAMP LAYOUT


